
1) “Other” payment button now includes “Scratch Off”, and the POS now tracks Scratch Off 
redemptions separately from “Lottery”. Scratch Off payouts will appear in both the store and shift 
reports.
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  THE 3/14/18 VERSION OF SOFTWARE HAS THE

FOLLOWING NEW FEATURES & UPDATES:
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2) Double-clicking on an item that was weighed, now shows new, real-time scale values and 
allows replacing the item’s prior weight with the updated weight on the scale. 
 Click on the grey round icon for the new weight to be used, and to have the price recalculated.

3) New permissions were added:
 
A) There is a new permission controlling access to the Boss Revolution® portal. The new BR 
Portal permission setting is now, by default, turned OFF to cashiers who do not have a Boss 
Revolution® sub agent account. If you enable BR Portal access and do not have sub agent 
accounts set up, in the future, cashiers will have unrestricted direct access to the owner’s Boss 
Revolution® account. Therefore, we recommend now creating a sub agent account for each of 
your cashiers. 

 



B) Inventory permissions for other users: We have a new set of permissions controlling access to 
inventory information, specifically from Pricebook: Viewing inventory levels; adjusting (“EDIT”) 
inventory levels, adding (“ADD”) new items to be tracked, and removing (“DELETE”) items that 
are being tracked. 

4) Fixed all refund issues that we could find, especially for EBT. Previously reported refund issues, 
including those for EBT, have been addressed and fixed.

5)  Improved inventory error messages.

6) Supports the Dejavoo terminal configuration for integrated processing (See Tools|Store Setup|-
Credit Card). We’re excited to offer a new alternative for credit card card processing, which is 
newly integrated with the POS: Swipe, dip or tap; Next business day deposits; Simple, no-hidden-fees 
pricing; Unlimited EBT Available.

7) Internet Connection for Maintaining Software Access & Support: We have new messages that 
appear on-screen, notifying them that the POS is not connected to the internet. A high speed 
internet connection is necessary for updates, service and POS support. These new notifications 
remind merchants to connect their POS system to the internet, in order to maintain service.
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